Abstract-In this paper, a modified-distance-based minimum spanning tree (MST) method is utilized in order to analyze the complexity and component interactions of the power generation system. The advanced method improved the traditional Mantegna-Sornette distance via considering the time lag effect and substituting the cross-correlation coefficient with its absolute value. The industrial big data investigated in this paper contain 19 groups of the two-month time series monitoring indices with the sampling time interval of one minute, which are originated from industrial sensors embedded within the power generation equipments in a power plant. The results shows the time lag effects are obvious between the generation load index and some other indices belonging to auxiliary equipments. Besides, from the generated MST using the modified distance, it can be seen that the apparent clustering feature exists in the spanning tree for the indices belonging to the same equipments. Moreover, such advanced MST can overcome the weakness associated with the conventional MST due to its capability of manifesting the connections between anticorrelated indices properly.
I. INTRODUCTION
ECENTLY, the correlation-structure-based minimum spanning trees (MST) have been increasingly studied and applied worldwide by both physicists and economists for coping with the system complexities. Based on the random matrix theory, it is not only an effective approach for providing the "optimal pattern" for the system investigated, but also has the capability for extracting the correlation significance between the different components in the complex system. Such approach has been advanced in various ways to adapt the different complex system problems in recent years. For example, Franco et al. used MST to assess the qualification for Space-Filling Designs of computer experiments in the light of an average edge length and standard deviation for the corresponding distribution [1] . Brida et al. employed the MST method to provide different structures and dynamics of the main companies in the Spanish hotel industry for analyzing their indebtedness strategies [2] . In the research work conducted by Sharif and Djauhari, five This work was supported by the Program for One-hundred Talent Program of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Y5AA100A01).
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Yiming Tong is with Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shenyang, China (e-mail: tongyiming@sia.cn). quality variables and their correlation structure are considered as a network system, and MST was applied to identify the root causes of out-of-control signal in fertilizer production process [3] . Zhang et al. used the mainstream Prime algorithm to solve the constrained MST problem for lot release control optimization of the production of semiconductor assembly and testing. The generated strategy can reduce the change machine costs, shorten production cycle and improve production efficiency [4] . Oh proposed a novel MST method based on the shortest path length between stocks from the U.S. and Korean markets to quantify the grouping characteristics of the industrial sectors, and the resulting grouping coefficients for the industrial sector in the U.S. were larger than those of the Korean stock market [5] . Yao et al. analyzed the industrial electricity-consumption correlation structure in pre-crisis and after-crisis period using MST model, and the obtained "center-periphery structure'' is consistent with industrial specialization in classical industrial chain theory [6] . From the previous research works, it can be seen that the MST method has been successfully applied in various areas from finance analysis extending to engineering design. However, the MST applications in the power generation system (PGS) were seldom found and lack of the effective combination with industrial big data. Besides, due to the correlation matrix failing to fulfill the three axioms that define a metric distance, the Mantegna-Sornette distance is proposed as a metric in the correlation-based MST approach, and has been widely used in the previous research works [7] . Such conventional approach has the limitation for reflecting the closely-linked relationship between the two time series with a very large negative correlation. That's mainly for the reason that the conventional Mantenga-Sornette metric would likely lead to these highly negative-correlated time series in the different branches of the spanning tree or on opposite sides of a tree, potentially resulting in the incorrect generation of hierarchical structure pattern for the complex system. Therefore, a modified-MST-based analysis method is employed in this paper to overcome the above existing challenges. On the basis of power-generation big data (i.e. the time-series monitoring data from sensors embedded within different equipments), this paper is the first attempt for applying the MST method into the PGS with the purpose of reflecting the complexities and interactions among the system components. The obtained MST cannot only serve as an effective "filtering procedure" to analyze the clustering features of the different power equipment monitoring indices, but can be also capable of identifying the hierarchical structure pattern of the PGS.
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Dianzheng Fu, Tingting Zhou, ZeyuZheng*, Yang Fu and Yiming Tong II. METHODOLOGY In the aforementioned Mantegna-Sornette distance, the fundamental inputs are the Pearson correlation coefficients between the synchronous time evolutions of different pairs of variables, which can be calculated as follows:
where p ij is the Pearson correlation coefficient between two time series {Y i } and {X j } and . . . denotes the mean value.
The conventional Mantegna-Sornette distance used in the MST for fulfilling the three axioms that define a metric distance can be defined by:
where the d ij is the metric distance.
Due to the disability of the Mantegna-Sornette distance for reflecting the close relationship between the two highly negative-correlated time series, the Mantegna-Sornette distance is advanced by Zheng et al., in which the correlation coefficient is substituted by its absolute value. More information about the modified distance used in this paper can be attained in reference [7] . The advanced distance is able to fulfill the three axioms that define a metric distance and can be computed through the following equation:
where |p ij | is the absolute value of p ij .
Actually, the time-lag effects exist among the various monitoring time-series variables from different power unit equipments (e.g. boilers, coal mill, steam turbine, circulation water pump and generator) or sub-systems (e.g. boiler combustion system, water-steam system and power generating system) because the energy transformation is not instantaneous during the power generation process. Thus, the cross-correlation coefficient is applied herein for examining the time-lag effect of the nonsynchronous time series, and can be given by:
where i and j are the means, i and j are the respective standard deviations of the time series {Y i } and {X j }, and n is the time lag predefined, Y i,t is the monitoring value of the time series {Y i } at the time t, and X j,t+n is the monitoring value of the time series {X j } at the time t+n.
At last, we utilize the maximum p i,j (n), which represents the most significant correlation in the predefined time lag range (i.e. the varying interval for n), as the final p ij to obtain the advanced metric for generating MST. Therefore, the corresponding steps for the modified-MST-based analysis method can be expressed as follows:
(1) Compute the cross-correlation coefficient p i,j (n) and analyze the time lag effects between different indices; (2) Utilize the calculated p i,j (n) to obtain the modified metric distance; (3) Generate the final MST using the modified metric distance and identify the hierarchical structure pattern for the complex system. The used approach for generating MST can be referred to [8, 9] .
III. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION
The relevant data used for generating MST is from monitoring sensors embedded within different power unit equipments including circulation water pump, coal pulverizer, coal feeder and generator of a power plant located in Shenyang. These data monitored are dated from June 9 to August 9, 2015 with the sampling time interval of one minute. The monitoring indices contain circulation water pump motor current (PC), circulation water pump outlet pressure (PP), circulation water pump outlet valve opening (PVO), circulation water pump outlet valve pressure (PVOP), open-type circulation water pump current (OPC), closed-type circulation water pump current (CPC), open-type circulation water pump motor non-drive bearing temperature (OPNT), circulation water pump motor thrust bearing temperature (OPT), coal mill outlet pressure (CMP), generation load (GL),coal feeder rate (CFR) and coal feeder motor current (CFC). Moreover, some power unit like circulation water pump unit consists of two machines with the same type, thus, the prefixes A.-and B.-or suffixes -1 and -2 are used in order to mark different equipments with the same type (e.g. A.PC, B.PP, OPC1 and OPNT2). Based on these monitoring data, the hierarchical structure pattern (i.e. inner correlation and interaction pattern) of the PGS can be revealed through the modified-MST-based method with the maximum cross-correlation coefficients as the inputs.
A. Response-time lag analysis The dependable electricity supply to the grid is the fundamental purpose of a power plant. Therefore, to figure out the correlation between GL and other monitoring indices, the cross-correlation coefficients are diagrammed as the function of the time lag (i.e. n) in order to achieve the knowledge of the time-lag effects of the other monitoring indices on GL (i.e.the magnitude of time lag and the correlation variation with time lag evolution). Actually, the time-lag effects can be categorized into three types as shown in Figs 1 to 4 , which provide representative p i,j (n) between GL and CFR (in Fig. 1 ), GL and A.PC (in Fig. 2 ), GL and CMP (in Fig.3 ) as well GL and CPC2 (in Fig.4) time series, respectively. From the p i,j (n) between GL and CFR, it can be seen that this typical pair of time series is almost synchronous (i.e. nearly 0-time lag) and strongly correlated (i.e. the maximum p i,j (n) value almost approaches to 1).
That's mainly because the GL is directly influenced by the coal-burning amount, which can be reflected by CFR, and it is near-prompt for the conversion process from thermal energy to electrical energy). As demonstrated in Figs 2 and 3, another type of time-lag effect is characterized by moderate maximum cross-correlation absolute value and the periodic fluctuation of cross-correlation value with the time lag evolution. Although maximum cross-correlation absolute values in Fig. 2 and 3 is no more than 0.4, the corresponding indices can be still regarded as relatively-high correlated with the GL time series when considering the large sample data used. The time lag corresponding to the maximum cross-correlation absolute values is +257 minute for the representative correlation between GL and A.PC whereas the corresponding time lag for the representative correlation between GL and CMP is -243 minute. It is indicated that the obvious nonsynchronous features exist between GL and the relevant monitoring index time series. The main reason is in that these indices (i.e. A.PC and CMP) are monitored from the sensors embedded within the auxiliary equipments (i.e. circulation water pump and coal pulverizer), which need some time to influence the power generation process. As for the third typeof time-lag effect, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that there seems no discernible correlation-ship between the GL and CPC2, implying that this CPC2 index is totally not associated with power generation process. An MST is defined as the set of n-1 links that connect a set of n elements in the smallest possible total distance, for highlighting the interactions between a number of the monitoring index time series [10] . Figs. 5 to 7 respectively shows the generated MST for this PGS via using the modified distance as stated in Section 2 within 1-day time lag range (Fig. 5) , the conventional distance within 1-day time lag range ( Fig. 6) , and the modified distance with synchronous time series (Fig. 7) . It is clear that the monitoring indices from the same equipment tend to group together consistently under different distances and time lags, indicating that the existence of strong stable connections among these indices. For example, there is apparent presence of a cluster consisting of the A.PP, A.PC and A.OPT indices in each MST. Moreover, it can be also found that the monitoring indices from the equipments directly related to the power generation process are inclined to cluster together, whereas the other indices belonging to the auxiliary equipments are apparently far away from these indices in terms of both the modified and conventional metric distance. For instance, the CFR, CFC, CMP and GL indices in each MST are close to each other in the same branch whereas the other indices tend to group together in other different branches.
B. Hierarchical structureanalysis
Through comparing the MST using the modified distance (in Fig. 5 ) with the MST using the conventional (in Fig. 6 ), the merit of the modified one can be readily seen. In detail, some pairs of monitoring index time series (e.g. CPC1 and CPC2, CFR and CMP, OPC1 and OPC2) have relatively-strong negative correlations, and should be closely connected in the MST. However, in Fig.6 , the indices of such pairs manifesting in different branchesof the MST and far away from each other owing to the utilization of the conventional distance. By contrast, the modified MST will enable these pairs of indices to be placed nearby when strong anti-correlation exist as illustrated in Fig.5 . On the other hand, Fig.7 shows the distances between GL index and the indices related to the circulation water pumps are longer than the distances between the CMP and the same indices. Comparatively, Fig.5 provides the opposite results, namely the distances are shorter between the GL index and the water-pumps-related indices. In fact, the CMP index belonging to the coal pulverizer has the weaker link to the indices from circulation water pumps when compared to GL. Consequently, the MST with synchronous time series may lead to inexact reflection of the complexity in the PGS, whereas the proposed MST can generate the more proper hierarchical structure of the study system. Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that the advanced MST cannot only provide the traditional cluster information of the complex system, but can also overcome the weakness associated with the conventional MST.
IV. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT
Based on the industrial big data (i.e. different monitoring index time series from the sensors in the power units), this paper is the first attempt to employ the analysis method of modified MST into the PGS, with the purpose of 1) analyzing the response features between different power equipment monitoring indices, and 2) identifying the hierarchical structure pattern of the PGS. Such advanced MST is not only capable of providing the clustering feature of the system components, but can also overcome the weakness associated with the conventional MST. The results show that the monitoring indices from the equipments directly related to the power generation process tend to cluster together whereas the other indices from the different auxiliary equipments are inclined to group together in other branches of the generated MST.
Since the index data used in this paper only cover the part equipments in the power plant, more index time series need to be utilized for exploring the stable MST structure of the normal PGS running process. In addition, such stable structure can be potentially employed in the fault diagnostic of the power equipments according to the index clustering feature existing in the generated MST.
